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Introduction
To have at our disposal linguistic resources with morphosyntactic and semantic information, either
lexicons or tagged corpora, appears to be an obvious necessity for most –if not all– natural language
processing (NLP) applications. Furthermore, annotated corpora also constitute a crucial resource to
acquire or infer linguistic knowledge about how languages are used. In this line, it is widely
accepted that linguistically annotated corpora are a very useful resource for computational and
linguistic analysis of languages. Thus, annotated corpora become an essential reference for any
computational tool, technique or application applied to unrestricted text analysis, and are especially
necessary for machine learning systems. Obviously, the more explicit linguistic information they
contain, the more interesting and useful they are. Moreover, it is important not only to provide
corpora annotated at different levels of linguistic analysis (e.g. morphological, syntactic, semantic,
pragmatic annotation) but it is also fundamental to guarantee the quality of these annotations.
Ultimately, the annotation quality of the corpora determines to a large extent the effectiveness and
quality of the NLP systems and techniques based on them (Màrquez et al., 2004). In order to
guarantee the quality of the annotated corpora, it is necessary to establish an appropriate tagging
methodology to achieve a systematic and consistent tagging process. Taking all these elements into
consideration, we present two 500,000-word multilevel annotated corpora –one for Catalan
(AnCora-CAT) and one for Spanish (AnCora-ESP)– developed in last years within the framework
of several projects. 1
In this paper we describe the methodology and the general criteria established to
systematize the annotation process to build the AnCora corpora as well as the information contained
at each linguistic level of analysis. The development of these basic resources for Catalan and
Spanish constitutes a primary objective, since there is a lack of this kind of resources for these
languages. The aim was to build reference corpora for both languages and define a consistent
methodology that could be followed in further annotations.
The AnCora corpora were annotated at different levels of linguistic description: the whole
Catalan corpus is annotated with morphological, syntactic, and semantic information; as for
Spanish, the morphological and syntactic levels are already completed, while the semantic
annotation covers 40% of the corpus (~200,000 words). The annotation process was carried
sequentially from lower- to upper-level layers of linguistic description (i.e. first morphology, next
different levels of syntactic description, and finally semantic annotation). The annotation was
performed manually, semi-automatically, or fully automatically, depending on the corresponding
linguistic information. First, both corpora were morphologically tagged and disambiguated using
automatic linguistic tools (Civit 2003; Civit & Martí 2004a), and afterwards were manually checked
throughout the syntactic annotation. An automatic shallow parser was also applied to recognize base
constituents. Shallow parsing served as starting point for handling the annotation at the level of full
syntax. The syntactic annotation involved labelling manually constituents and syntactic functions
(Civit & Martí 2004b). The dependency relationships were also automatically derived from the
constituent annotation to produce a dependency-based version of the Treebank (Civit et al., 2006).
With respect to the semantic annotation, the corpora were annotated at different levels: 1) basic
syntactic functions were tagged in a semiautomatic way with arguments and thematic roles (Taulé
et al., 2006a) taking into account the semantic class related to the verbal predicate (Taulé et al.,
2006b); 2) WordNet synsets were manually assigned for all nouns in the corpora; and 3) named
entities were also manually annotated (Borrega et al., 2007a; 2007b).
This building process implied different checking steps at each tagging stage. The results of
the automatic processes were manually checked in a subsequent annotation. This was the case of
1
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morphological parsing and semiautomatic role labelling. Regarding manual annotation, some
experiments related to inter-annotator agreement were carried out –especially at the syntactic and
semantic levels– in order to evaluate the quality of the results. We have considered the score of
inter-annotator agreement as a quality criterion. An annotation manual, where the criteria followed
to avoid inconsistencies are specified, was developed for each level of annotation.
The current versions of the AnCora corpora were used in several international evaluation
campaigns, at CoNLL-2006/2007 and SemEval-2007, concerning different syntactic and semantic
NLP tasks. The corpora are freely available for research purposes and can be downloaded from the
main website of the AnCora corpora (http://clic.ub.edu/ancora/)
This paper is organized in 6 sections. Firstly, Section 1 gives a description of both corpora. In
section 2, the annotation methodology is described. The main principles of the three levels of
linguistic annotation –morphological, syntactic and semantic (lexical and sentential)– are presented
in sections 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Finally, section 6 concludes and outlines future work on the
development of the AnCora corpora.

1. AnCora – ANnotated CORporA
AnCora are two multilingual corpora of 500,000 words each: a Catalan corpus (AnCora-CAT) and
a Spanish (AnCora-ESP) one, built in an incrementally way from the previous 3LB corpora (Civit
& Martí 2004b). 3LB-CAT and 3LB-ESP corpora are two treebanks of 100,000 words each,
corresponding to 4,000 sentences for Spanish and 2,600 for Catalan. Both corpora were tagged
automatically with morphosyntactic information (PoS tags) and manually checked. They have been
widely used as training corpora for both rule- and learning-based PoS tagging systems. 3LB
treebanks were syntactically tagged with constituents and functions in a manual way. 3LB-ESP was
created with 75,000 words from Lexesp –a Spanish balanced corpus of six million words (Sebastián
et al., 2000)– and with 25,000 words from the Spanish EFE news agency. 3LB-CAT consists of
75,000 words from the EFE news agency and 25,000 words from the ACN Catalan news agency.
AnCora is the result of enlarging the 3LB-CAT/ESP corpora up to 500,000 words and
enriching them with semantic information at different levels: argument structures, thematic roles,
semantic classes, named entities (NE) and noun senses. In this way, 400,000 words were added to
each corpus coming from different press sources. 200,000 words from the Spanish EFE news
agency2 and 200,000 words from the ‘El Periódico’ newspaper were added to AnCora-ESP. On the
other hand, 200,000 words from the Catalan ACN news agency3 and 200,000 words from the
Catalan version of the ‘El Periódico’4 newspaper were added to AnCora-CAT. This information is
summarized in Table 1 for Spanish and in Table 2 for Catalan.

Spanish

Amount

Sources

Anotation levels

Chunking

Procedure
Automatic and
manual validation
Automatic

Syntax

Manual

PoS

Automatic

PoS
3LB-ESP

AnCora-ESP

2

100,000

500,000

EFE (25,000)
Lexesp (75,000)
EFE (225,000)

http://www.efe.es

3

http://www.acn.cat
The 200,000-word subset coming from ‘El Periódico’ corresponds to the same news articles in Catalan and
Spanish spanning from January to December 2000.
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Lexesp (75,000)
El Periódico (200,000)

Chunking
Syntax
Thematic Roles5
Noun senses

Automatic
Manual
Semi-automatic
Manual

Table 1: The AnCora-ESP corpus in figures

Catalan

3LB-CAT

AnCora-CAT

Amount

100,000

500,000

Sources

EFE (75,000)
ACN (25,000)

EFE (75,000)
ACN (225,000)
El Periódico: (200,000)

Annotation levels

Procedure

PoS

Automatic and
manual validation

Chunking

Automatic

Syntax

Manual

PoS
Chunking
Syntax
Thematic Roles
Noun senses

Automatic
Automatic
Manual
Semi-Automatic
Manual

Table 2: The AnCora-CAT corpus in figures
Next sections (2-6) describe the methodology applied to develop both corpora as well as to the kind
of annotation that was incorporated.

2. Methodology
This section presents the methodology that was followed throughout the process of corpora
annotation, the inter-annotator agreement tests as well as the conversion of the constituent treebank
into a dependency one.
In the process of corpora annotation we opted for a step-by-step procedure, revising at each
step the results of the previous stage. In the case of manual annotation, we computed inter-annotator
agreement rates whenever it was possible (e.g. in constituent annotation) in order to assess the
quality of the annotation and, indirectly, the appropriateness of the annotation guidelines. With
respect to the annotation tools, we used specific tools in-house designed (i.e. MACO, TACAT,
TreeTrans and 3LB-SAT, which will be later described) by the involved research groups as well as
tools developed by other research groups and that were adapted to meet our needs. Regarding
automatic processes, these were revised in the subsequent tagging process or manually checked.
2.1. Annotation processes
The annotation process was carried out sequentially, from the most basic levels of analysis –that is,
PoS and chunking– to the most complex ones –namely, full syntax and semantics. Each level of
annotation implied checking and completing the previous levels in order to guarantee high quality
and minimize the error rate. Each layer of annotation was considered independent from the others.
Regarding the degree of automation, we can distinguish three kinds of annotation processes: full
automatic, semiautomatic and manual.
5
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2.1.1. Automatic processes
Automatic processes were used to produce morphological tagging and shallow parsing. With this
aim, we employed accurate and high-coverage morphological analyzers, POS taggers –MACO
(Carmona et al., 1998)– and chunkers –TACAT (Atserias et al., 1998)– for Catalan and Spanish. The
morphological analyzer, which integrates POS tagging, shows error rates in a range of 2-4%
depending on the corpus.
Chunking was an intermediate process with the sole purpose of handling the full syntactic
annotation. The chunking process gave as output a flat parse tree with partial constituent analysis.
At this level we also solved the analysis of morphological units –such as complex verbal forms–
that had not been handled in the previous morphological analysis. We gave preference to a shallow
analysis rather than an in-depth analysis so as to assure correctness. We preserved the final quality
of these automatic processes by manually checking during the subsequent annotation process –the
syntactic one– which was manually performed.

2.1.2. Manual processes
A manual process was adopted for a deep syntactic annotation (constituents and functions), for
strong and weak NE classification, and for WordNet synsets (senses) assignment to nouns. In order
to ensure the quality in the annotation results, a very strict methodology was followed in all manual
processes, including annotators’ agreement tests. In brief, the basic annotation criteria would firstly
be proposed in the guidelines (version 0.1). A minimum of three coders would then annotate the
same corpus span following these guidelines. The resulting annotation would be checked and
disagreements discussed. The suggested solutions, as overt and exemplified as possible, would then
be included in the guidelines in order to guarantee the coherence and consistency of the data
contained in the treebank. This process would be repeated with different sets of linguistic units until
the annotators’ disagreements would decrease to a very low rate, thus ensuring that each layer of
annotation had at least 95% inter-annotator agreement. Once this inter-annotator agreement was
reached, inter-coder agreement tests stopped, and the annotation process was completed on an
individual basis.
The manual checking process was applied for syntactic functions, strong and weak NEs,
and for WordNet synsets assignment. In the case of constituents, a direct comparison is not so easy,
since no specific measures for the quantitative comparison of the annotators’ agreement exist and it
is not possible to manually compare the whole constituent structure. For this reason we decided to
use what might be considered the basic objective measures, namely the ones defined in the Parseval
workshops (Black et al., 1991), originally oriented to evaluate wide-coverage syntactic analysers for
English, in order to compare the similarity of their results with the reference parse trees (gold
standard).
Given that we had no gold standard, the comparison process in our case was carried out
comparing the results of each annotator against the others. We adapted the Parseval measures in
order to obtain precision measures on bracketing, labelling, and overlapping. The quantitative
evaluation of the agreement (two annotators) was performed in five steps and alongside some of the
disagreement problems were solved (see Civit et al., 2003 for further details).
Firstly, once the basic annotation principles had been established (Bufí et al. 20076), 100
sentences were annotated by two coders and the criteria were revised and extended. Secondly, 220
more sentences were annotated, and more details about the adopted system resulted from the
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discussions on the annotation schema. Thirdly, the previous annotations were revised and compared
so as to check both whether the guidelines did not contain ambiguities and whether the annotators
were already familiar with the working system. Fourthly, 670 more sentences were annotated (key
test). Finally, the fifth step concerned the results of the evaluation over the last 30 sentences. Table
3 shows the results of the quantitative analysis, where LP stands for “labelled precision rate”, BP
for “bracketed precision rate”, and CB for “consistent brackets recall rate”.
LP

BP

CB

Step 1

0.63359

0.72611

0.81072

Step 2

0.71166

0.80454

0.87124

Step 3

0.76537

0.84762

0.90487

Step 4

0.79222

0.85979

0.90821

Step 5

0.86927

0.90889

0.94958

Table 3: Quantitative evaluation of the constituent annotation
The degree of confidence achieved makes these treebanks well suited to be used as gold-standard
given that the degree of consistency is high enough, as can be seen in Table 3. The guidelines cover
all the cases that can be found in our corpora and represent the basis for further developments of a
full grammar of Spanish and Catalan.

2.1.3. Semiautomatic processes
The semantic annotation of verbal predicates was done semiautomatically. Firstly, we automatically
associated thematic roles with the syntactic functions of each verb in the treebank taking two verbal
lexicons as source of information –AnCora-Verb-Cat and AnCora-Verb-Esp (see 2.2 in this
section)– where the mapping between syntax and semantics had been previously established by
hand. A set of manually written rules automatically mapped part of the information declared in
these verbal lexicons onto the syntactic structure, that is, tagging the treebanks with thematic roles
and semantic classes. We defined three different types of rules taking into account the kind of
information they are based on:
a) Rules based on a specific function or morphosyntactic property. For example, if the
predicate has associated the verbal morpheme ‘PASS’ (passive voice), then its subject has
the argument position Arg1 and the thematic role patient (SUJ-Arg1-PAT).
b) Rules based on the semantic properties of the predicates. For instance, when predicates are
monosemic, the mapping between syntactic function and argument and thematic role as
well as the assignment of the semantic class is directly realized. In the case of polysemic
verbs, the mapping can be partial because it is only automatically assigned the
unambiguous information.
c) Rules based on the type of adverb or prepositional multiword appearing in a specific
constituent. For instance, if the prepositional multiword ‘a_causa_de’ (because_of) or the
adverb ‘aún’ (still, yet) in Spanish, appears in an adverbial complement (function = CC),
then it is automatically assigned the argument and thematic role ArgM-CAU (an adjunct
argument with the thematic role cause) as well as ArgM-TMP (an adjunct argument with the
thematic role temporal) respectively.
We applied these rules following a decreasing heuristics according to the degree of generality, that
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is, we applied first the more general rules of type a), secondly the type c) rules and, finally, the type
b) rules.
In the automatic annotation process we obtained either full annotations –containing information
about the arguments and the thematic roles– or partial annotations with only arguments or thematic
roles. Afterwards the results of the automatic annotation were analyzed analytically.
The syntactic functions receiving semantic annotation are: subject (SUJ), direct object (CD),
indirect object (CI), prepositional complement (CREG), attribute (ATR), predicative complement
(CPRED), and adverbial complement (CC). Sentential adjuncts (AO), vocative (VOC), textual
elements (ET) and negation, impersonal and passive marks did not receive any semantic
information. The recall of the semantic automatic tagging was in the 56-60% interval, depending on
the language (Martí et al., 2007). Afterwards we manually completed the thematic role annotation.

2.2. The AnCora lexicons
The AnCora-VERB lexicons (AnCora-Verb-Cat for Catalan and AnCora-Verb-Esp for Spanish)
were obtained deriving all the syntactic schemata in which a predicate appears in the treebank for
each sense of each verb. This information allowed declaring manually the mapping from syntactic
functions to thematic roles, as well as the corresponding argument position. Figure 1 shows the full
information associated with the entry ‘mejorar’ (sense 01) (‘to improve’) in the AnCora-Verb-Esp
lexicon.
mejorar - 01
LSS1.1 (A1)
SUJ Arg0##CAU
CD Arg1##TEM
CC ArgM##TMP/#ADV
EJ:
EJ:

"obligará a mejorar la calidad del ataque"
"que han mejorado las relaciones laborales"

+ANTICAUSATIVA
LSS2.2 (B2)
SUJ Arg1##TEM
CC ArgM##ADV/para#FIN
EJ:
EJ:

"Por una parte, las técnicas de diseminación han mejorado mucho"
"el mencionado proyecto de ley sea mejorado para permitir nombres así"

Figure 1: Lexical entry of ‘mejorar’ (to_improve) in AnCora-Verb-Esp
In the AnCora-Verb lexicons, each predicate is also related to one or more semantic classes (Lexical
Semantic Structures, see section 5.1.1), depending on its senses (LSS1.1 and LSS.2.2 in the
example of Figure 1).
The development of the AnCora-Verb lexicons was carried out following the same quality
control as the one followed throughout the manual annotation of the corpus: after a first proposal of
verb classes and their corresponding theta-roles (see Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3), a group of seven
trained linguists elaborated a subset of 30 verbal entries. The resulting entries were compared, the
disagreements discussed and the verb classes modified when necessary. Disagreements were mainly
due to differences in class or theta-roles assignment. This process was applied over several subsets
of 30 verbs until no relevant disagreements arose.
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2.3. From constituents to dependencies
It is commonly accepted that constituent annotation is richer than that of dependencies, since it
contains different descriptive levels with a wide range of variability in the internal structure of
constituents. Furthermore, in this kind of annotation, the head of each constituent can be easily
inferred from the information contained in the constituents. In turn, dependencies provide an
immediate description, without intermediate descriptive levels, because each tree node corresponds
to a word. According to Lin (1998), dependency trees allow for more meaningful error measures
and comparisons; and further works have confirmed this idea (Beil et al., 2002). Therefore, it is
easier to go from a constituent structure to a dependency one: heads can be easily obtained and
intermediate levels can be avoided so as to obtain a complete standard dependency representation.
In contrast, when going from a dependency structure to a constituent one, the result is a quite flat
constituent structure lacking intermediate description levels.
Bearing in main all these considerations, we decided to adopt a constituent annotation and,
in a subsequent process, to convert constituent treebanks into dependencies with the hope of
enlarging the research on NLP for the two concerned languages (Civit et al., 2006). The conversion
of the AnCora treebanks from their original constituent format into dependencies was done
automatically but we needed to write manually the head and function tables. The process was also
used to improve the quality of the first annotation and to modify the annotation for further
extensions of the treebanks.
On the one hand, the so-called ‘head table’ was created to indicate which of the daughter
nodes of a constituent was the head. The goal of the head table was thus to associate each nonterminal tag with either another non-terminal tag or a PoS-tag (the head). Therefore, the subsequent
dependencies were simple pairs of elements with no edge labels. Basic assumptions in the head
table were that each non-terminal node is a head, and that heads are linguistically based. The format
of the head table is as follows:
tag1 = (operator) tag2
where tag1 is the mother and tag2 the daughter. There are three operators in the head table:
rightmost, leftmost and only_one. The first two select a tag2 according to its place: the rightmost (or
the leftmost) element of a given sequence; while only_one works in the cases in which only one
element of a given type7 exists. The head selection is linguistically motivated, that is, the most
linguistically-intuitive head was chosen. In addition, there is another crucial element in this table:
the order in which daughters are selected as heads. Let us consider the following Catalan verbal
forms for the verb ‘cantar’ (to sing):

1
2
3
4
5

Form
cantes
ha cantat
vol cantar
ha de cantar
està cantant

Translation
(you) sing
has sung
wants to sing
has to sing
is singing

Grammar rule
verb
aux. + participle
verb + infinitive
aux. + preposition + infinitive
verb + gerund

Figure 2: Simple and complex Catalan verbal forms, their translation, and the grammatical rules
they convey
and the head rules:
7

Other conventions in the head table are: < stands for the beginning of a pos-tag; < > for the whole pos-tag;
{ stands for the beginning of a constituent tag, while full constituent tags are written straightforward.
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r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7

grup.verb = rightmost infinitiu
grup.verb = rightmost gerundi
grup.verb = rightmost <vmp
grup.verb = rightmost <vsp
grup.verb = only_one <v
grup.verb = rightmost <vap
grup.verb = rightmost <vmi
Figure 3: Head rules for obtaining the head of a grup.verb8 constituent

By rule number 1 the first element selected as the head of the verbal node is the infinitive (infinitiu).
This means that for cases 3 and 4 in Figure 2, a head has already been selected. According to the
second rule, the next selected head is the gerund (gerundi), which means that example 5 in Figure 2
is given a head. The third rule selects as head the verbal form whose pos-tag starts with vmp, which
corresponds to participles; and example 2 is given its head. For the previous examples, rule number
4 does not apply. Rule 5 states that if there is only one verbal form, it is the head, so example 1 is
finally given its head.
The key open question concerning dependency representation is related to coordination.
The fundamental difference between coordination and subordination is that while in the latter there
is a dependent element and a head; in the former, the two (or more) concerned elements are
equivalent. This equivalence relationship cannot be represented by means of a dependency tree,
since the basic relation here is the head-modifier one. Different solutions can be found, but
generally speaking, the head is either the coordinating conjunction, like in the Prague Dependeny
Treebank analytical level (Hajik, 1999), or one of the coordinated elements, which is the solution
we adopted.
Coordination is not only an open question by itself, but also in related phenomena. For
instance, how to deal with complements depending on two (or more) coordinated elements. In the
Tiger project (Brants et al., 2003) there are secondary edges, and in the Danish Dependency
Treebank there are secondary governors to represent this phenomenon (Kromann, 2003). In our
case, we decided to connect these complements only with the head of the coordinated element. For
instance, the head for a coordinated nominal group is the leftmost nominal group (no matter its
type), any complement of the coordinated structure will be thus connected with this element.
On the other hand, an additional conversion table (‘function table’) was created for all the
nodes that are not daughters of sentence structures since in these cases nodes are only labelled with
the constituent format. Verbs which were the head of a sentence were given the function ‘root’. The
format of the ‘function table’ is as follows:
tag1 < tag2 = function_tag
where tag1 is the daughter, tag2 the mother, and function_tag the function of the daughter with
respect to the mother, i.e. the edge label. Some examples of the function table are:

8
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r1
r2
r3
r4
r5

espec.fs < sn = DETER
sn.co < grup.nom.fp = APOS
sn < sp = CPREP
s.a.ms < sn = CN
sadv < sa = CADJ

Figure 4: The additional function table for constituents without syntactic function in the
constituent treebank
The first rule in Figure 4 establishes the edge label DETER (determiner) for any espec.fs
(feminine singular specifier) depending on a sn (noun phrase). The second sets the edge label APOS
(apposition) for any sn.co (coordinated noun phrase) depending on a grup.nom.fp (feminine plural
nominal group). CPREP (complement of a preposition) is the edge label for any sn (noun phrase)
depending on a sp (prepositional phrase). CN (complement of a noun) is the label for any s.a.ms
(masculine singular adjectival phrase) depending on a sn. Finally, CADJ is the edge label for any
sadv (adverbial phrase) depending on a sa (adjectival phrase).
Function tags coming from the treebank used for the conversion appear in Table 4 together
with a gloss of their meaning, and in Table 5 appear those coming from the function table.
Tag
ATR
CAG
CC
CD
CD.Q
CI
CPRED
CPRED.CD

Gloss
Attribute
Agent complement
Adjunct
Direct object
Quantitative direct object
Indirect object
Predicative complement
CD predicative complement

Tag
CREG
ET
IMPERS
MOD
PASS
SUJ
VOC

Gloss
Prepositional complement
Textual element
Impersonal mark
Verb modifier
Passive mark
Subject
Vocative

Table 4: Tags coming from the treebank
Tag
ADJUNCT
AO
APOS
AUX
CADJ
CADV
CN
CNEG
CO
CONJUNCT

Gloss
Adjoined element
Sentence adjunct
Apposition
Auxiliary verb
Complement of an adjective
Complement of adverb
Complement of a noun
Complement of a negation
Coordinating element
Coordinated element

Tag
CPREP
DETER
ESPEC
INSERT
INTJ
MORF
NEG
PUNC
ROOT
SUBORD

Gloss
Complement of a preposition
Head determiner
Non-head determiner
Inserted element
Interjection
Verbal morpheme
Negative element
Punctuation mark
Sentence head
Subordinating element

Table 5: Tags coming from the function table
Once the conversion process was completed, the resulting treebank consisted of a tuple as follows:
position, stands for the word position in the sentence starting at 0
word, stands for the word form
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lemma, stands for the lemma
pos, stands for the part-of-speech tag
head, stands for the head-position
function, stands for the syntactic function of the word
Figure 5: Fields in the dependency format of the treebank

The resulting dependency format is shown in Figure 6:
P

W

L

PoS

H

F

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Per_tant
,
les
escoles
de
música
de
Reus
i
Tortosa
passaran
a
ser
conservatoris

per_tant
,
el
escola
de
música
de
Reus
i
Tortosa
passar
a
ser
conservatori

rg9
Fc
da
nc
sp
nc
sp
np
cc
np
vm
sp
vs
nc

13
1
4
13
4
5
4
7
8
8
13
13
0
13

ET
PUNC
DETER
SUJ
CN
CPREP
CN
CPREP
CO
CONJUNCT
AUX
PREP
S
ATR

Figure 6 The AnCora corpus in dependency format

The systematic conversion of AnCora-Cat and AnCora-Esp into a dependency structure was also a
way of improving the quality of the original treebank, since the conversion process was very useful
to check the quality of the annotation. These dependency treebanks were used as training and test
corpora in the CoNLL Shared Task 2006 (Spanish) and 2007 (Catalan).

3. Morphosyntactic annotation
Prior to the syntactic and semantic manual annotations, the AnCora corpora were automatically
annotated with PoS, the basis for further annotations. Besides, a shallow parsing (chunking) was
applied in order to handle manual syntactic annotation.
The morphosyntactic annotation includes PoS assignment, lemmatization, and chunking.
Since morphology deals exclusively with units separated by blank characters, complex
morphological units as well as basic syntactic groups are solved at the chunking level.

9
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3.1. Morphological annotation
The morphological annotation was carried out automatically and it meant associating the lemma,
category and morphological attributes to each word in the corpus. The morphological annotation
implied analysing morphologically each token by giving all the possible tags it could receive (see
figure 7). Later, in the disambiguation process only one tag was selected.
Word
bajo

lemma1
bajar

tag1,
VM1SIP,

lemma2
bajo

tag2,
AQ0MS,

lemma3
bajo

tag3,
P000,

lemma4
bajo

tag4, ...
NCMS, …

Figure 7: Output of the MACO morphological analyzer
The Spanish word ‘bajo’ can be the 3rd person singular form of the verb go_down (bajarVM1SIP0), the adjective short (bajo-AQ0MS), the preposition under (bajo-P000) and the musical
instrument bass (bajo-NCMS).
The annotation tool MACO (Atserias et al., 1998) is a Morphological Analyzer for Catalan,
Spanish and English that follows a pipeline process: after a tokenization process, a subsequent
module identifies dates, proper nouns, numerical expressions and currencies. Finally, the
morphological analyzer assigns all possible morphological interpretations to the remaining tokens.
Tokens can be single or multiword, which is declared in the MACO database.
The annotation system is based in the EAGLES proposal (Monachini et al., 1996), and it
aims at making corpus analysis compatible with the grammatical tradition in order to guarantee the
acceptance of the results for both fields. With respect to the lemma assignment, we followed the
standards of morphology: singular for nouns and pronouns, masculine singular for adjectives and
determiners, and infinitive for verbs. The tagset for Catalan and Spanish codifies 13 part-of-speech
categories (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun, determiner, preposition, conjunction,
interjection, dates, punctuation marks, numbers and abbreviations) as well as subcategories,
morphological features, and specific categories like abbreviations, numbers, dates, and punctuation
marks. There is also a label for unknown elements.
Each label consists of a definite number of digits: each digit expresses a predefined slot of
information. In the case of nouns, for instance, the first digit expresses the main category (N, noun),
the subcategory is shown in the second (C or P, common or proper name), the third position
indicates its gender (M, F or C, corresponding to masculine, feminine or non-specified). Finally, the
fourth position shows its number (S or F, singular or plural). The label for the word ‘niño’ (child) is
NCMS (Noun Common Masculine Singular), and joven (‘young’) is labelled as NCCS (Noun
Common C-non-specified-gender Singular). Figure 8 shows an example of the output of the
morphological analysis in a vertical format:
Word

lemma1

PoS1

lemma2

PoS2

lemma3

PoS3

Si
trabajo
bajo
presión
bajo
la
atención
.

si
trabajar
bajar
presión
bajar
la
atención
.

CS
VMIP1S0
VMIP1S0
NCFS000
VMIP1S0
DA0FS0
NCFS000
Fp

si
trabajo
bajo

NCMS000
NCMS000
AQ0MS0

si

RG

lemma4

PoS4

bajo 0

CMS00

bajo

SPS00

bajo

AQ0MS0

bajo

NCMS000

bajo

SPS00

Figure 8: Output of the morphological analysis of the sentence: ‘Si trabajo bajo presión bajo la
atención’ [‘If I work under pressure my atention decreases’]
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3.2. Morphological tagging
Since morphological analysis assigns all the possible tags to each word, a subsequent
disambiguation process needs to be applied to obtain a single tag-lemma pair for each word. Once
the morphological disambiguation process is applied, we obtain the following output of the previous
sentence (Figure 9):
Word

lemma

PoS

Si
trabajo
bajo
presión
bajo
el
interés
.

si
trabajar
bajo
presión
bajar
el
interés
.

CS
VMIP1S0
SPS00
NCFS000
VMIP1S0
DA0MS0
NCMS000
Fp

Figure 9: Output of the morphosyntactic tagging
The morphological disambiguation tool we used was RELAX (Padró, 1998). RELAX is a
constraint-based probabilistic tagger that selects the sequence of tags that best satisfy a set of
constraints for the sequence of input words. To find the output sequence of tags, RELAX performs
approximate search using the Relaxation Labelling algorithm. Used as a pure probabilistic tagger,
RELAX estimates the constraints from a tagged corpus considering the sequences of n-grams, but it
can also incorporate manually written constraints in a definition language similar to Constraint
Grammars. The accuracy of the pure probabilistic version of the tagger varies between 94-96%
depending on the corpus and language of application. By using manually defined constraints to deal
with exceptions and difficult cases the accuracy increases up to 95-97% (Civit, 2003). While
automatic-learning constraints refer only to main categories, handwritten rules account for the
ambiguity found in lemmas, subcategories and inflexions.
Tagging errors were basically due to intercategorial ambiguity concerning distinctions
between determiners and pronouns, and between nouns and adjectives. Another source of errors
was intra-categorial ambiguity because the tagger does not deal with some ambiguities concerning
gender and number features for nouns and adjectives, and person for verbs (‘salía/sortia’, 1st and
3rd person singular), which can only be solved at the manual checking stage. Finally, a brief
mention of particularly ambiguous words. The pronoun ‘se’ (himself, herself, itself), for instance,
can be reflexive, pronominal or a passive mark. Likewise, the form ‘que’ (‘that/which’) can be
interpreted as a conjunction or as a pronoun.

3.3. Chunking
After the morphosyntactic analysis, we applied a fully automatic chunking process to the corpus in
order to obtain a flat syntactic analysis, which was the input for the manual syntactic annotation.
The more complete the partial parsing was, the less effort for the manual syntactic annotation.
The chunking process was carried out with TACAT (Atserias et al., 1998) and a context
free grammar for Catalan and Spanish -GramCat and GramEsp respectively (Civit & Martí, 2005)of about 2,000 handwritten rules. TACAT is a chart parser that works left–to–right and bottom–up.
It applies the grammar and produces the chunking of the text, taking as input the output of the
13
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tagger. The chunker rules only group together those nodes with a 100% of certainty of setting up a
chunk, leaving the remaining ones as chunks of only one element, unless for PP-attachment to
nouns, as it is explained below.
Catalan and Spanish have a rich flexive morphology, so we extended Abney’s (1991; 1996)
concept of chunk, conceived in terms of ‘major heads’. According to Abney, a ‘major head’ is any
content word that does not appear between a function word f and the content word selected by f, or a
pronoun selected by a preposition. As an example, ‘proud’ is a major head in ‘a man proud of his
son’, where two chunks are considered (‘a man’ and ‘proud of his son’) but not in ‘a proud man’,
where there is only one chunk.
The idea of chunks which was adopted in our annotation system differed from Abney’s
because of the syntactic characteristics of Spanish. (Civit & Martí, 2005). In our approach we
allowed the grammar to put together words if, according to their form, one could be sure that they
go together. For instance, a noun phrase may include:
(det) (Adj) Noun [(Noun)/ (Adj)/ (SP[de])]
That is: an (optional) determiner in a pre-head position; an (optional) adjective before the
noun; and another element after the noun: either another noun, or an adjective or a prepositional
phrase headed by the preposition de. It is noteworthy that adjectives usually appear after a noun,
and not before. If we had taken Abney’s proposals literally, we should have considered orgulloso
(‘proud’) as major head in un hombre orgulloso de su hijo but not in un hombre orgulloso.
However, we consider that adjectives following and preceding a noun always belong to the nominal
chunk. On the other hand, as it is well known, PP-attachment is one of the main issues in NLP. In
our framework they were considered a separate chunk. Thus, for the sentence un hombre orgulloso
de su hijo, the chunker produces this segmentation: [un hombre orgulloso] NP [de su hijo] PP.
Consequently, noun phrases do not contain prepositional phrases, except for one case: when
the PP is introduced by the preposition de (‘of’, ‘from’) immediately following the noun. Taking
this decision involved an experiment that consisted in retrieving [noun +_ de_] sequences from the
corpus. The hypothesis of departure was that ‘de’-PPs were attached to the previous noun. Out of
237 examples extracted from 210 sentences, 230 proved the hypothesis; 3 cases had ambiguous
attachments and 4 were modifiers of other elements. Therefore, de-PPs were included in a NP if,
and only if, the preposition de was next to the noun. This extended conception of chunk reduced the
annotation time, although it was not error free. This chunking produced some errors in the analysis
of the attachment (1-2%) but we considered that it was admissible if it reduced largely the
annotator’s work.
With respect to verbal phrases, the grammar recognized verbal groups, namely simple and
complex verbal forms such as es (‘is’), ha sido (‘has been’), debería haber sido (‘should have
been’), tiene que ser (‘has to be’) in all their forms. Clitics and other particles (such as negative
adverbs) were not included in the verbal group. Other elements recognized by the chunking
grammar, such as relative pronouns, subordinating conjunctions, clitics, etc. were left as unary
nodes in the tree.
In relation to coordination, this grammar only dealt with the simplest case: a coordinated
chunk was made if, and only if, coordination occured between two (or more) single lexical items.
For instance: a coordinated nominal chunk was built for una lección de poderío y clase (‘one lesson
of might and class’) but it was not for la debilidad sentimental, la resignación y el miedo (‘the
emotional weakness, the resignation and the fear’) due to the existence of articles and adjectives.
Finally, notice that during the chunking process, no clausal analysis was performed. It was
possible to identify where they start, because the complementizer is mandatory in Spanish, but it
was not possible to know where they finish. Therefore, they were manually built in the subsequent
full syntactic annotation process. The main idea was to produce a ‘correct’ -even though incomplete
- analysis because we relied on the correctness of the parser output to start the manual syntactic
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annotation.

4. Syntactic annotation
The full syntactic annotation process followed two main phases and each phase was organized into
several steps. In the first phase, all syntactic constituents, and some elliptical elements were
labelled. In the second phase, we took under consideration the main syntactic functions.
In order to build the AnCora treebank, the annotation criteria of the most significant
existing corpora for different languages were consulted: Susanne and Christine corpus10 (Sampson,
1995), PennTreeBank-PTB (Taylor et al., 2003; Marcus et al., 1993) and (Rambow et al., 2002) for
English; the Danish Dependency Treebank-DDT (Kromann et al., 2003) and Arboretum (Bick,
2003)11 for Danish; Negra12 corpus (Brants et. al 2003), Tüba-D/Z treebank (Telljohann et al. 2006),
and Tiger 13corpus (Brants et al., 2002) for German; Floresta corpus (Afonso et al. 2002) for
Portuguese; BulTreeBank (Simov et al., 2002) for Bulgarian; the Prague Dependency TreebankPDT (Hajic, 1999; Böhmova et al., 1999) for Czek; for French (Abeillé et al., 2002); the
Hungarian National Corpus (Varadi, 2002); the Croatian National Corpus (Tadic, 2002). For
Polish we consulted (Marciniak et al., 2003); (Oflazer et al., 2001) for Turkish and (Bosco et al.,
2000 and Montemagni et al., 2001) for Italian. Bearing in mind all these works, we defined a set of
parameters to establish the main theoretical and methodological principles for building the
Treebank
4.1. Basic assumptions
This section presents and discusses the major assumptions that were established to conduct the full
syntactic annotation.
Implicit versus explicit information. Spanish is a pro-drop language, so the subject is usually
omitted. In AnCora, only elliptical subjects were added since they are easily identifiable. We
avoided the problem of recovering all the remaining elliptical constituents, because this implied an
in-depth study that was beyond our purposes. In a further version of the treebank this and other
questions such as the internal analysis of noun phrases will be considered.
Constituency versus dependency annotation. There is an open discussion about the annotation
scheme to follow when building a Treebank. On the one hand, some papers claim that dependency
annotation is more suitable for free word order languages (Brants et al., 2001; Oflazer et al., 2001;
Boguslavsky et al., 2002), while others make their choice on the basis of the required application
(Rambow et al., 2002). Finally, in some cases, the annotation system follows the linguistic tradition
(Böhmova et al., 2003). On the other hand, constituency is usually employed to annotate languages
like English in which there is a fixed constituent order. Moreover, in this case, there is an almost
exact matching between constituents and functions, that is, the position of a given constituent
corresponds to one concrete syntactic function. For instance, in canonical declarative sentences, any
noun phrase immediately preceding a verb is usually the subject. Spanish is a free constituent order
language, although the word order cannot be altered within a constituent. Three ways can be used to
say John came this morning: ‘Juan ha venido esta mañana’; ‘Esta mañana Juan ha venido’ and
‘Esta mañana ha venido Juan’, which are not exactly equivalent in their meaning. The focused
10

http://www.grsampson.net/RSue.html; http://www.grsampson.net/ChrisDoc.html
http://corp.hum.sdu.dk/arboretum.html / http://visl.sdu.dk/visl/da/info/
12
http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/projects/sfb378/negra-corpus/negra-corpus.html
13
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/TIGER/TIGERCorpus/
11
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element varies in each sentence, thus, the pragmatic meaning varies. Furthermore, there are two
noun phrases and both can precede the verb, which makes it impossible to know which one is the
subject (unless semantic information is available). As a result, given that the order parameter
concerns constituents (instead of words), the constituency framework was adopted. This is also why
our previous tools were developed to prepare such an annotation scheme. Moreover, within the
constituency framework we chose to annotate elements in a shallow-like way.
We also have available the dependency version of the treebank for Catalan and Spanish. Our
syntax annotation scheme, which includes syntactic functions, made this task very easy (see section
2.3 in this paper for more details.).
Argument and Adjuncts. We did not make any distinction between arguments and adjuncts, so that
the node containing the subject, that containing the verb and those containing verb complements
and adjuncts are sister nodes. Such a decision also implied that no verbal phrase node was
considered. At this point, the shallow analysis was able to eschew the problems of classical fullblown constituent structures: topicalizations, dislocations and wh-constructions.
Maintaining the surface word order. According to the previous points, no word order alterations
were made during the annotation process. The strategy now was quite conservative. However, we
were not ruling out this possibility in further developments of the Treebank. Generally speaking,
sentence structure can be easily represented. The problem appeared with discontinuous elements:
comparative clauses, in which the two elements usually occur separately or with movement
phenomena in interrogative sentences, especially when a wh-word comes from an embedded clause
like ‘Qué te gustaría ser?’ (What would you like to be?). In comparative structures, the clause was
adjoined to the node containing the adverb of comparison. In the second case, the constituent at the
beginning of the sentence was given a special tag when annotating syntactic functions.
Being theory-neutral. Linguistic theories give solutions for some specific problems but they lack
coverage, that is, they work with a hypothetical model of language that does not face problems
arising from corpora. Besides, theory deals with very specific (even rare) phenomena which hardly
ever appear in corpora (see Sampson, 1987). In the literature about treebanks, two positions about
theory foundations arise: treebanks which are theoretically founded and treebanks that are theory
neutral. Among treebanks that are annotated according to one theory, two cases should be
mentioned: treebanks annotated following the GB framework, like the PennTreeBank, and those
annotated according to the HPSG theory. The English PennTreeBank is annotated with the
principles of the X-bar theory, even though there is not a full application of all the theoretical
issues. Some difficulties arise, for instance, with the need of distinguishing arguments and adjuncts,
and with the PP-attachment, as stated in (Marcus et al., 1993; and Taylor et al., 2003).
Polish (Marciniak et al., 2001) and BulTreeBank (Simov et al., 2002) follow the HPSG
theory. The former justifies the choice on the premise that it facilitates the evaluation of an HPSG
grammar; it provides a uniform way to represent different types of linguistic information; and it is
widely used in computational linguistics. The latter claims that HPSG allows to represent
simultaneously constituents as well as dependency relations, that this theory permits a consistent
description of linguistic facts, that it enables translation to other formalisms, and that it can be used
to support annotators’ work. It is worth noticing that these treebanks consist of particularly selected
sentences instead of by large collections of running texts. Therefore, even if the number of
sentences is high, they do not deal with what is largely understood by real text, that is, text
reflecting any kind of linguistic phenomena. In relation with annotation systems which do not
follow any specific theory, it should be said (as in Abeillé et al., 2000) that this option allows
adopting solutions equally profitable for linguists, computer scientists, psycholinguists, etc.
Following this proposal, we did not want an application of one or another linguistic theory, but
rather to fix a standard of constituency and functional annotation, neutral enough to be used for any
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research on Spanish and easy to translate into other formalisms. We think that the more neutral the
annotation scheme, the more suitable for NLP purposes and for linguistic research. In fact,
nowadays there is no theory about language use, and in order to build one, it seems necessary to
know previous relevant facts about language use. Neutral, shallow annotations give 100% coverage,
even though they imply a loss in depth. Simpler annotation seems a better starting point because it
is always possible to add new fine-grained annotation levels over a first shallow one.

4.2. Constituent tagging: sentence, clause and phrase structure
It is commonly accepted that any sentence has two main constituents: a subject and a predicate, the
latter including the verb, its arguments and its adjuncts. The relationship between the verb and its
arguments is closer than that between the verb and its adjuncts. Since Spanish and Catalan are freeconstituent order languages, establishing a predicate node could have let us to alter the surface word
order in the sentence. Hence, we decided not to deal with an intermediate predicate constituent.
Consequently, the resulting analysis has less information as all sentence constituents are directly
attached to the root node S, but on the other hand it allowed us to avoid the problem of
distinguishing arguments and adjuncts, and to keep the surface word order. The subsequent
semantic annotation specified if a constituent was argumental or not. Figure 10 shows a complete
representation of the constituent structure of S.
(S
(sn
(espec.fs
(da0fs0 La))
(grup.nom.fs
(ncfs000 declaración)))
(grup.verb
(vmis3s0 propugnó))
(S.NF.C.co
(S.NF.C
(infinitiu
(vmn0000 trabajar))
(sp
(prep
(sps00 por))
(sn
(espec.fs
(da0fs0 la))
(grup.nom.fs
(ncfs000 igualdad)
(s.a.fs
(grup.a.fs
(aq0cs0 social))))))
(Fp . .))

Figure 10: Example of a sentence annotated with constituents
Regarding the main structure of the sentence, three root nodes (S., S.co, and S*) were
established, all of them appearing between strong punctuation marks: full stop, question and
exclamation marks, and three dots. In this classification of root nodes, no distinction was made in
relation with modalities, which meant that interrogative, imperative and declarative sentences
received all the same tag. Punctuation marks allow us to infer information about modality. S (Figure
17
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10) and S* (Figure 11) differ in the fact that S* contains only sentences without a verb form:
(S*
(coord
(cc I))
(sadv
(grup.adv
(rg després)))
(sn
(espec.mp
(da0mp0 els))
(grup.nom.mp
(ncmp000 empleats)))
(Fp . .)))

Figure 11: A sentence constituent structure with no verb form

S.co includes coordinated S or S*, as in Figure 12:
(S.co
(S
(sn-SUJ
(espec.mp
(da0mp0 els el))
(grup.nom.mp
(ncmp000 béns bé)
(sp
(prep
(sps00 d' de))
(sn
(grup.nom.ms
(ncms000 equipament equipament))))))
(grup.verb
(vaip3p0 van anar)
(vmn0000 pujar pujar))
(sn-CD.Q
(espec.ms
(di0ms0 un un))
(grup.nom.ms
(Zp 0,1% 0.1/100))))
(coord
(cc i i))
(S*
(sn-SUJ
(espec.mp
(da0mp0 els el))
(grup.nom.mp
(ncmp000 intermedis intermedi)))
(Fc , ,)
(sn-CD.Q
(espec.ms
(di0ms0 un un))
(grup.nom.ms
(Zp 0,9% 0.9/100))))))
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(Fp . .)))

Figure 12: A sentence coordination structure
S-tag was only used for main clauses, whether root nodes or not. Subordinate clauses were sorted
into two groups according to the verb form they had: either non-finite or finite. The former includes
infinitive (S.NF.C), gerund (S.NF.A) and participle clauses (S.NF.P) (Figures 13, 14 and 15
respectively). The subject of these clauses rarely appears, as it corresponds to a constituent of the
main clause (i.e. control structures). No trace or mark was included for this empty element. The
latter includes completive (S.F.C), relative (R.F.R.) and adverbial clauses. Adverbial structures
were split into those depending on the verb (S.F.A) and those with a sentential function:
comparative (S.F.AComp), conditional (S.F.Acond), concessive (S.F.AConc) and consecutive
clauses (S.F.ACons).

(S.NF.C
(infinitiu
(vmn0000 conservar))
(sn-CD
(espec.fs
(dp3cs0 su))
(grup.nom.fs
(s.a.fs
(grup.a.fs
(aq0fs0 vieja)))
(ncfs000 casa)
(sp
(prep
(sps00 de))
(sn
(grup.nom.ms
(ncms000 alquiler))))))

Figure 13: Example of a non-finite infinitive clause
(S.NF.A-CC-ArgM-ADV
(gerundi-D2
(vmg0000 advertint))
(sn-CI-Arg2-BEN
(grup.nom.s
(pp3csd00 -li)))
(sadv-CC-ArgM-ADV
(grup.adv
(rg de_nou)))
(S.F.C-CD-Arg1-PAT
(conj.subord
(cs que))
(sn.e-SUJ-Arg0-AGT *0*)
(neg-NEG
(rn no))
(grup.verb-D3
(vmsi3s0 digués))
(sn-CD-Arg1-PAT
(grup.nom.s
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(pi0cs000 res)))))

Figure 14: Example of a non-finite gerund clause
(S.NF.P-CPRED.SUJ-Arg2-ATR
(participi
(aq0mpp varados varado))
(sp.co-CC-ArgM-LOC
(sp
(prep
(sps00 en en))
(sn
(espec.fp
(da0fp0 las el))
(grup.nom.fp
(ncfp000 afueras afueras))))

Figure 15 Example of a non-finite participle clause

Finite clauses are those that contain a finite verb form. Their subject may be elliptical, in which case
a new constituent was added to the tree. If no verb form appears, then the subject was not
recovered.
Completive clauses (S.F.C.) include clauses with a nominal function in the sentence. In
Spanish they are typically expressed with the subordinating conjunctions que or si (Figure 16), with
interrogative pronouns in reported speech (Figure 17), and with a subset of relative clauses with no
explicit referred noun (antecedent) or with the pronoun quien (‘who’) (Figure 18).

(S.F.C.co
(conj.subord
(cs que))
(S.F.C
(sp
(prep
(sps00 en))
(sn
(espec.mp
(da0mp0 los))
(grup.nom.mp
(ncmp000 países)
(s.a.mp.co
(sadv
(grup.adv
(rg más)))
(s.a.mp.co
(s.a.mp
(grup.a.mp
(aq0mp0 prósperos)))
(coord
(cc y))
(S.NF.P
(participi
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(aq0mpp desarrollados))))))))

Figure 16: A completive clause introduced by que

(S.F.C-CD-Arg1-PAT
(sn-ATR-Arg2-ATR
(grup.nom.fp
(pt0fp000 quines)))
(grup.verb-C3
(vsif3p0 seran))
(sn-SUJ-Arg1-TEM
(espec.fp
(da0fp0 les))
(grup.nom.fp
(ncfp000 pautes)
(sp
(prep
(sps00 d'))
(sn
(grup.nom.fs
(ncfs000 actuació))))

Figure 17: A completive clause introduced by an interrogative pronoun (reported speech)
(sn
(espec.fp
(da0fp0 Les)
(Z 2.564))
(grup.nom.fp
(ncfp000 places)
(sp
(prep
(sps00 d'))
(sn
(grup.nom.ms
(ncms000 aparcament))))
(S.F.R
(relatiu
(pr0cn000 que))
(morfema.verbal
(p0000000 es))
(grup.verb
(vmif3p0 construiran))
(sadv
(grup.adv
(rg ara))))))
Fp.))))))))

Figure 18: A relative clause with no explicit antecedent
With respect to adjectival clauses (see Figure 18 above), no distinction was made between defining
and non-defining clauses. They cover all sentences with an adjectival function. Adjectives and
relative clauses nominalized by the neuter definite article lo were considered as nominal clauses.
Finally, adverbial clauses received the tag S.F.A. if they were a complement of time, place,
21
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mode, cause or goal (Figure 19). When they have a sentential function (Figure 20), the tag is longer
and includes the type of the clause: S.F.ACond (conditionals), S.F.AConc (concesives) and
S.F.ACons (consecutives). In function annotation, these adverbial clauses having a sentential
function receive the tag AO, for Adjunto Oracional (‘Sentential Adjunct’).
(
(S
(sn
(espec.fp
(da0fp0 Les el))
(grup.nom.fp
(s.a.fp
(grup.a.fp
(aq0fp0 pròximes pròxim)))
(ncfp000 entrevistes entrevista)))
(morfema.verbal-PASS
(p0000000 s' es))
(grup.verb
(vaic3p0 haurien haver)
(sps00 de de)
(infinitiu
(vmn0000 concretar concretar)))
(S.F.A*
(conj.subord
(cs com com))
(sadv
(espec
(rg més més))
(grup.adv
(rg aviat aviat)))
(sadv
(grup.adv
(rg millor millor))))
(Fp . .)))

Figure 19: Time adverbial clause
(
(S
(sadv
(grup.adv
(rg Únicament únicament)))
(sn.e-SUJ *0*)
(sn
(grup.nom.p
(pp1cp000 ens jo)))
(grup.verb
(vmif1p0 desprendrem desprendre))
(sp
(prep
(sps00 de de))
(sn
(grup.nom.ms
(np00000 Saviola Saviola))))
(S.F.ACond
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(conj.subord
(cs si si))
(sn.e *0*)
(sn
(grup.nom.p
(pp1cp000 ens jo)))
(grup.verb
(vmip3s0 convé convenir)))
(Fp . .)))

Figure 20:Adverbial clause with a sentential function
Nominal, adjectival and adverbial phrases were analyzed following the same syntactic schema: in
the first level below phrase we distinguished specifier (optional) and x-group (grup.nom, grup.adj
or grup.adv). Below x-group we find the head of the phrase (a noun, an adjective or an adverb) and
the complement, which is also a phrase (Figure 21):
(sn
(espec.fs
(di0fs0 Una))
(grup.nom.fs
(ncfs000 información)
(s.a.fs
(grup.a.fs
(aq0fs0 periodística)))))
Figure 21: Phrase structure for nouns

In the case of ambiguous attachments, human annotators made their choice considering the context,
which often helped them to solve ambiguities. However, some ambiguities remained that called for
a decision to be made. Let us consider the sentence: ‘La facultad de aprender y reaccionar ante
nuevas situaciones’ (The faculty of learning and reacting in the face of new situations). Where ‘ante
nuevas situaciones’ is a PP which may depend either on ‘reaccionar’ alone or on both infinitives
‘aprender y reaccionar’, and there is no way to know the appropriate attachment because context
does not provide enough information. Two solutions have been widely adopted in the literature.
One consists of defining a default attachment: the nearest node, the highest one, etc.; the other
solution is marking the two (or more) different possibilities. In AnCora corpora we decided to
attach the ambiguous node to the highest right one, since it is the more neutral position. This
criterion applied not only to PP attachments but also to coordinated and relative clauses.
(sn
(espec.fs
(da0fs0 la))
(grup.nom.fs
(ncfs000 facultad)
(sp
(prep
(sps00 de))
(S.NF.C.co
(S.NF.C.co
(S.NF.C
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(infinitiu
(vmn0000 aprender)))
(coord
(cc y))
(S.NF.C
(infinitiu
(vmn0000 reaccionar))))
(sp
(prep
(sps00 ante))
(sn
(grup.nom.fp
(s.a.fp
(grup.a.fp
(aq0fp0 nuevas)))
(ncfp000 situaciones))))))))
Figure 22: La facultad de aprender y reaccionar ante nuevas situaciones
For more detailed information about constituent annotation see Bufí et al. 2007.

4.3 Function tagging
Function annotation was carried out after constituent annotation. It was agreed to tag only functions
corresponding to sentence structure constituents, being it finite or non-finite: only subject and
verbal complements were taken into consideration. We defined a total amount of 14 function tags,
most of them corresponding to traditional syntactic functions such as subject, direct object, indirect
object, etc. (see Table 6). The rest of tags (Table 7) were used to mark discourse elements (AO, ET,
VOC) or modality (NEG, PASS, MOD, IMPERS).

Subject
Direct object
Indirect object
Attribute
Predicative
Prepositional Complement
Agent Complement
Adverbial Complement
Adverbial Complement (Locative)
Adverbial Complement (Time)

-SUJ
-CD
-CI
-ATR
-CPRED
-CREG
-CAG
-CC
-CCL
-CCT

Table 6: List of syntactic functions corresponding to sentence structure constituents

Textual element
Modal
Negation

-ET
-MOD
-NEG
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Passive reflexive ‘se’
Impersonal ‘se’
Vocative
Sentence Adjuncts

-PASS
-IMPERS
-VOC
-AO

Table 7: Other syntactic functions corresponding to discourse and modality elements
In the current version of the treebank, noun, adjective and adverbial complements are not tagged
with functions (see Figure 18 above). We represent functions as suffixes added to the constituent
labels (Figure 23). This annotation schema was also followed in the argument and thematic-role
tagging.
(S
(sn-SUJ
(espec.fs
(da0fs0 La el))
(grup.nom.fs
(ncfs000 declaración declaración)))
(grup.verb
(vmis3s0 propugnó propugnar))
(S.NF.C.co-CD
(S.NF.C
(infinitiu
(vmn0000 trabajar trabajar))
(sp-CC
(prep
(sps00 por por))
(sn
(espec.fs
(da0fs0 la el))
(grup.nom.fs
(ncfs000 igualdad igualdad)
(s.a.fs
(grup.a.fs
(aq0cs0 social social))))))
(Fp . .))

Figure 23: A complete parse tree annotated with constituents and functions
Table 8 below shows the relationship between constituents and the syntactic functions they convey:
Function Tags

Constituent tags

-SUJ

sn, sn.e, relatiu, S.F.C, S.NF.C

-CD

relatiu, S.F.C, S.F.C.co, sn, sp

-CI

sn, sp

-ATR

sa, sn, S.F.C, S.NF.C, S.NF.P, sp

-CPRED

sa, sn, S.NF.P, sp

-CREG

relatiu, sadv, S.F.C, sn, sp
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-CAG

sp

-CC, -CCT, -CCL

sadv, S.F.A, S.NF.A, S.F.C, sn, sp

-ET

sadv, sp

-MOD

sadv, sp

-NEG

neg (negation)

-PASS

morfema.verbal (passive verb morpheme)

-IMPERS

morfema.verbal (impersonal verb morpheme)

-VOC

sn

Table 8: Function tags and the constituents they can appear in
where sn, sa, sp, sadv stand for ‘noun phrase’, ‘adjective phrase’, ‘prepositional phrase’ and
‘adverbial phrase’, respectively; sn.e indicates an elliptical noun phrase; relatiu stands for a relative
clause. S.F.C, S.NF.C distinguishes between finite and non-finite complement clauses; S.F.A.,
S.NF.A, S.F.P and S.NF.P establish the same distinction but between adjective and prepositional
phrases. Finally, S.F.C.co stands for coordinated finite completive clauses.

4.4. Syntactic annotation tool
Manually building a Treebank requires a tool which facilitates the annotators’ work. After checking
several freely available interfaces, we decided to use the AGTK toolkit set up by the Pennsylvania
University (Cotton et al., 2002). The main advantage was that it could easily accept our chunker
output as well as our large tagset. It was slightly modified in order to allow both the processing of
special characters and the processing of XML text format. Figure 24 shows a snapshot of this
interface. AGTK allows annotators to split up or merge sentences, to join or split text, to add traces,
leaves, nodes, to modify tags, to move nodes, etc. in a user friendly way.
This interface makes it possible to adapt the tagset used in the annotation process. For this
reason it was used in different steps of the corpus annotation process: syntactic annotation –which
includes constituents and functions-, strong and weak Named Entities, Argument Structure and
Thematic Roles.
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Figure 24: TreeTrans annotation tool for syntax, constituents and functions, annotation

5. Semantic Annotation: sentence, constituents and word level
The AnCora corpora are annotated with different kinds of semantic information: a) the semantic
class and argument structure of verbal predicates, where the relationship between predicates and
arguments is expressed by means of thematic roles; b) Named Entities, both strong and weak; and
c) WordNet synsets for all the nouns in the corpora. As previously mentioned (subsection 2.1.3), a
semiautomatic methodology was applied for the semantic annotation of predicates, while WordNet
synsets and Named Entities were manually assigned (subsection 2.1.2).

5.1 Sentence level: verbal predicates annotation
The semantic annotation of verbal predicates implies the systematic mapping between syntax and
semantics, basically expressed in the argument structure. This mapping ultimately motivates the
semantic classes. In this proposal, each verbal predicate was assigned to a specific semantic class
and every syntactic function was tagged with both arguments and thematic roles (Taulé et al.,
2006b). The semantic properties which were used were defined assuming lexical decomposition
(Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995; and Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 1998) from which the concept
of Lexical Semantic Structure (LSS) was taken. The LSS as well as the kind of diatheses
alternations in which the predicate can participate, determines the number of arguments that a
verbal predicate requires and the thematic role of these arguments. In this line, we followed the
lines laid down by Kipper et al., (2002) and Kingsbury et al., (2002) in the construction of VerbNet.

5.1.1 Lexical Semantic Structures (LSS)
We characterized predicates by means of a limited number of Lexical Semantic Structures and
Event Structure Patterns, according to four basic event classes (Figure 25): accomplishment (1),
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achievement (2), state (3), and activity (4) (Vendler 1967; Dowty 1991). These general classes were
further split into subclasses, depending on the argument structure, the thematic roles and the
diatheses alternations (See section 6.1.4).
(1)

[x CAUSE [BECOME [y <STATE/THING/PLACE>]]]

(2)

[BECOME [y <STATE>]]]

(3)

[x <STATE>]

(4)

[x ACT <MANNER/ INSTRUMENT>]
Figure 25: The Lexical Semantic Structure of the four main classes of events

In Figure 25 the (1) LSS corresponds to the ontological class accomplishments, i.e. dynamic and
telic events that refer to states in indirect or external cause processes indirectly or externally caused.
They are prototypically transitive verbs. The (2) LSS corresponds to achievements, i.e. nondynamic and telic events that refer to a state in processes without external cause. They are basically
unaccusative verbs. The (3) LSS corresponds to states, i.e. non-dynamic and atelic events, with just
one entity involved in the event, and focused in the state. Finally, the (4) LSS corresponds to
activities or processes, i.e. dynamic and atelic events, they are always inergative predicates. In this
way, the number of arguments that a verbal predicate requires as well as their thematic role are
associated in the LSS.
The thematic roles are determined by the event class to which the predicate belongs and the
type of diathesis alternations that the predicate has. In our proposal, each LSS restricts the set of
possible diatheses. For example, predicates defined as accomplishments (LSS1) allow causative,
inchoative (or anti-causative) and resultative diatheses, which focus on the primitives CAUSE,
BECOME, and STATE respectively:
1.a

‘Juan abre la puerta’:
Juan opens the door

[Juan CAUSE [BECOME [puerta <OPEN>]]

(Causative)

1.b

‘La puerta se abre’:
The door opens

[BECOME [puerta <OPEN>]]]

(Inchoative)

1.c

‘La puerta está abierta’: [puerta <OPEN>]]]
The door is open

(Resultative)

The examples (1.a, 1.b, 1.c) show that the predicate abrir ‘open’ surfaces in three different
argument structures with different event structures. Consequently, the predicate abrir is treated as
belonging to at least three different semantic classes: as an accomplishment in (1.a), as an
achievement in (1.b), and as a state in (1.c); although the three LSSs are associated to the same
sense of WordNet.
Following (Vàzquez et al., 2000 and Aparicio, 2007), diatheses are understood as the
syntactic expression of a semantic opposition. Diathesis alternations are thus considered as pairs of
structures related to each other by one of these oppositions. We considered the existence of three
possible oppositions depending on whether there was a change of focus in the participants (change
of focus), a change in the number of subcategorized arguments (change argument number) or a
change in the event structure (aspectual opposition). For example, the sentences in (1.a-1.c) are
related by a change of focus opposition: (1.a) expresses the cause that originates the event that is
expressed, (1.b) focuses the change undertaken by the entity; and (1.c) focuses on the state.
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The list of diathesis alternations is the following: causative/inchoative,
inchoative/causative, resultative, passive, holistic, benefective, transitive/intransitive, object
extension and cognate object.

5.1.2 Argument Structure and Thematic Roles
Argument structure encodes the prominence relations among arguments and also the thematic roles
of each argument with respect to the predicate. For each verbal predicate the mapping between
functions and thematic roles is declared, as well as the corresponding argument position, taking into
account the semantic class related to the verbal predicate.
Following the PropBank style (Palmer et al., 2005) and VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2002), the
arguments selected by the verb are incrementally numbered –ArgA, Arg0, Arg1, Arg2, Arg3, Arg4–
according to their degree of proximity in relation to their predicate. Adjuncts are labelled as ArgM.
We use a very small set of thematic roles following the VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2002) proposal.
Nevertheless, unlike PropBank, in our proposal each argument includes the thematic role in its
label. The list of thematic roles consists of 20 different labels: AGT (Agent), AGI (Induced Agent),
CAU (Cause), EXP (Experiencer), SCR (Source), PAT (Patient), TEM (Theme), ATR (Attribute),
BEN (Beneficiary), EXT (Extension), INS (Instrument), LOC (Locative), TMP (Time), MNR
(Manner), ORI (Origin), DES (Goal), FIN (Purpose), EIN (Initial State), EFI (Final State) and ADV
(Adverbial).
Arg0 is assigned to arguments which are understood as agents, causers o experiencers,
whereas Arg1 usually corresponds to the patient (arguments being affected by the action) or theme
arguments (arguments undergoing a change of state). Arg2 is mainly assigned to beneficiary and
attributive arguments, but also to extension and locative arguments. Arg3 is assigned to instrument,
source and initial state arguments, whereas Arg4 corresponds to purpose and final state arguments.
A special tag (ArgA) is used to capture the agent of an induced action14. Finally, ArgM corresponds
to adjunct-like arguments: time, locative, manner, cause, goal, source, purpose, etc. Table 9 shows
the correspondence between argument position and thematic roles is shown.
ArgA
Arg0
Arg1
Arg2
Arg3
Arg4
ArgM

-ArgA-AGI
-Arg0-AGT, -Arg0-CAU, -Arg0-EXP, -Arg0-SRC
-Arg1-PAT, -Arg1-TEM, -Arg1-EXT
-Arg2-BEN, -Arg2-ATR, -Arg2-LOC, -Arg2-EXT, -Arg2-INS, -Arg2-EFI
-Arg3-BEN, -Arg3-INS, -Arg3-ORI, -Arg3-EIN
-Arg4-DES, -Arg4-EFI
-ArgM-ATR, -ArgM-LOC, -ArgM-TMP, -ArgM-CAU, -ArgM-MNR,
-ArgM-EXT, -ArgM-FIN, -ArgM-ADV

Table 9: Correspondence between argument position and thematic roles
Thematic assignments depend not only on the LSS (and therefore on the type of event) but
also on the diathesis alternations in which the predicates appear. Thus, one specific thematic role
can appear in different argument positions depending on the verbal predicate. As it can be seen in
the examples below (6.1, 6.2), the thematic role extension [EXT] can be realized as Arg1 or Arg2
depending on the predicate:

14

For instance, ‘passejar’ (to walk): ‘[El nen]Arg0 passeja pel parc’ vs. ‘[La mare]ArgA passeja [el nen]Arg0 pel
parc’ (The child goes for a walk in the park vs. The mother walks the child in the park, where ‘nen’ (child) is
the agentive role and ‘mare’ (mother) the agent of an induced action.
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2. Recorrimos [tres kilómetros] CD-Arg1-EXT (We walked three kilometres)
3. Los precios aumentaron [un 5,6%] CD-Arg2-EXT (Prices increased 5,6%)
Our methodology allows for the possibility of not specifying the thematic role when a solution is
not conclusive. For instance, in example (4).:
4. La Iglesia habla [del problema del Mal en el mundo] CREG-Arg1the prepositional complement of the predicate ‘hablar de’ (to talk about) has no thematic role since
in the current version of the corpus prepositional objects have not been assigned a thematic role.

5.1.3. Argument structure and syntactic functions
Arguments might appear in different syntactic positions depending on the event structure and on the
diathesis alternations in which they occur. For instance, Arg0 corresponds to external arguments,
and it is prototypically assigned to the grammatical subject of predicates expressing an
accomplishment or activity; but, Arg0 can be assigned to the direct object when the subject is
realized by an induced agent; in this case the subject is labelled as ArgA (see examples (5.a) and
(5.b)).
5.a [Pedro]SUJ-Arg0-AGT paseó hasta la oficina
5.b [Juan]SUJ-ArgA-AGI paseava [a su perro]CD-Arg0-AGT

(Peter walked into the office)
(John walked his dog)

Arg1 corresponds to direct internal arguments, which prototypically are the direct object of
accomplishments or the grammatical subject of achievements and states. Arg2 is assigned to the
indirect object of accomplishments and also to the attribute of state predicates. Arg3 and Arg4
correspond to prepositional complements selected by the predicate. Finally, ArgM always
corresponds to adjuncts. Table 10 shows the correspondence between syntactic functions and
semantic arguments.

Argument Syntactic Function
ArgA

SUJ

Arg0

SUJ, CD, CAG

Arg1

SUJ, CD, CREG

Arg2

SUJ, CD, CI, ATR, CREG, CC

Arg3

CI, CC

Arg4

CC

ArgM

CPRED, CC
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ArgL

CD, ATR, CC,CREG

ArgX

CD

Table 10: Correspondence between arguments and syntactic functions
Annex 1 includes a complete table with the correspondence between Arguments, Thematic roles and
Syntactic Functions illustrated with examples.

5.1.4. Spanish and Catalan Semantic Classes
In this section, we present the basic Lexical Semantic Classes derived from the LSSs mentioned
above. These classes result from combining the LSS with the argument structure and the thematic
roles. Each verbal class is also characterized by specific diathesis alternations. All this information
is captured in the AnCora-Verb lexicon where the syntactic-semantic interface is expressed. For
each verbal sense a semantic class is established, and the mapping between its syntactic functions15
with the corresponding argument structure and thematic roles is declared.
The semantic classes used to characterize verbal predicates are hierarchically arranged in
two levels. The first level contains information about the LSS structure, which is closely related to
the event structure, corresponding to the main 4 classes (accomplishments, achievements, states
and activities). At the second level these main classes are subspecified with information about
argument structure and thematic roles, giving rise to a total of 13 classes. Thus, a verb related to a
semantic class provides access to both syntactic and semantic information, which makes it possible
to infer its event structure.
Next we present the 13 semantic classes that we have compiled so far. These classes result
from analysing the 1,809 Spanish verbs and the 2,073 Catalan verbs found in the AnCora corpora.
Accomplishments: LSS1 (A)
LSS1 corresponds to the event structure of accomplishments, i.e. dynamic and telic events.
Transitive constructions are the prototypical way to express telicity, where Arg0 corresponds to the
subject –causative or agentive– and Arg1 to the direct object –thematic or patient–, depending on
the possible diathesis alternations. Within LSS1, we distinguish three main classes: the transitivecausative class (A1), the transitive-agentive class (A2) and ditransitive-agentive class (A3).
These classes are established taking into account the possible diathesis alternations as well
as the argument structure of predicates, that is to say, considering the number of subcategorized
arguments (two arguments in A1 and A2, three arguments in A3) and the kind of thematic roles that
can fulfill each argument (the causative subject in A1, and the agentive subject in A2 and A3). The
ditransitive-agentive class (A3) is split into two further subclasses: the locative ditransitive-agentive
class (A3.1), when the Arg2 is a locative, and the beneficiary ditransitive-agentive class (A3), when
the Arg2 is a beneficiary.
LSS1.1 (A1)
[x CAUSE [BECOME [y <STATE >]]]
Arg0##CAU
Arg1##TEM
Diatheses: [+Inchoative] [+Resultative] [+/- Passive]
15

We extracted the verbal syntactic frames from the corpus as described in Taulé et al., (2005) and Civit et
al., (2005).
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Spanish verbs: abrir, aburrir, afear, agobiar, alisar, ascender, aumentar, bajar, cansar,
causar, cerrar, congelar, convertir, desilusionar, deteriorar, elevar, emocionar, encandilar,
entretener, excitar, freír, hundir, impresionar, inspirar, inundar, irritar, limpiar, mejorar,
mezclar, motivar, nivelar, oxidar, pulir, romper, tranquilizar, turbar...16
Catalan verbs: agobiar, allisar, avorrir, convertir, deteriorar, emocionar, enfonsar,
esgotar, espantar, fregir, millorar, obrir, oxidar, purificar, tancar, tranquilitzar, trencar...
LSS1.2 (A2)
[[x DO-SOMETHING] CAUSE [BECOME [y < STATE >]]]
Arg0##AGT
Arg1##PAT
Diatheses: [-Inchoative] [+/-Resultative] [+Passive] [+/-Benefactive] [+/ Intransitive]
[+/- Oblique Subject]
Spanish verbs: acariciar, admirar, analizar, barrer, bautizar, beber, cantar, cazar,
cepillar, comer, decidir, desear, educar, escribir, escuchar, forzar, fregar, leer, mirar,
odiar, oler, orientar, peinar, plantar, probar, procesar, reparar, repetir, visitar…
Catalan verbs: acariciar, admirar, analitzar, beure, caçar, cantar, escombrar, escriure,
escoltar, fregar, llegir, mirar, odiar, orientar, pentinar, repetir, visitar...
LSS1.3.1 (A3.1)
[[x DO-SOMETHING] CAUSE [BECOME [y < PLACE > z]]]
Arg0##AGT
Arg1##PAT
Arg2##BEN
Diatheses: [-Inchoative] [+/-Resultative] [+Passive]
Spanish verbs: aconsejar, adjudicar, confiar, contar, dar, decir, entregar, enviar, explicar,
notificar, reclamar, recomendar, regular, sugerir, vender…
Catalan verbs: aconsellar, adjudicar, contar, dir, donar, entregar, enviar, explicar, recomenar,
regular, vendre…
LSS1.3.2 (A3.2)
[[x DO-SOMETHING] CAUSE [BECOME [y < PLACE >]]] or [[x DO-SOMETHING] CAUSE
[BECOME [<THING > IN y]]]
Arg0##AGT
Arg1##PAT
Arg2##LOC
Diatheses: [-Inchoative] [+/-Resultative] [+Passive] [+/- Transitive]
Spanish verbs: abordar, acercar, agregar, aislar, alejar, almacenar, apartar, arrojar, colocar,
dejar, deportar, desplazar, empapelar, encarcelar, encerrar, ensobrar, esconder, esparcir, exponer,
incluir, incorporar, incrustar, poner, publicar, recoger, registrar, señalar, tirar...
Catalan verbs: abordar, acollir, col·locar, emmagatzemar, emmantegar, empaquetar, empresonar,
ensobrar, hospitalitzar, incloure, informar, moure, passar, posar, registrar ...

16

We assume that it is one of the possible senses of these verbs. Obviously, we can find that the same verb
belongs to different semantic classes because of its polysemy.
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(2)Achievements: LSS2 (B)
Verbs belonging to LSS2 correspond to the event structure of achievements, i.e. non-dynamic and
telic events. They are basically unaccusative verbs. This class includes prototypically intransitive
verbs whose subject behaves as an internal argument. In some languages, such as Catalan, this
subject is characterized by allowing the clitization with the pronoun ‘en’; for example: ‘Han arribat
quinze turistes’ vs. ‘N’han arribat quinze’ (lit. Have arrived fifteen tourists vs. Of-them have
arrived fifteen).. The subject of these verbs usually appears in post verbal position. This is also the
case in Spanish. We distinguished two subclasses: the unaccusative-motion class (B1), which
includes verbs of inherent directed motion and verbs of appearance and disappearance (Levin
1993), and the unaccusative-state class (B2), which contains verbs indicating the final state. Verbs
belonging to the LSS2 participate neither in the passive, inchoative nor in the resultative alternation.
The subject maps onto Arg1 with the theme thematic role. This class also includes the inchoative
constructions of predicates prototypically represented as accomplishments, like ‘hundir’ (to sink).
For instance, in the construction ‘Los barcos se han hundido’ (The ships sank), the predicate
‘hundirse’ is characterized as belonging to the semantic class B2.
LSS2.1 (B1)
[BECOME [y <PLACE>]]
Arg1-TEM/PAT
Diatheses: [- Passive] [+ Causative (hacer)]
Spanish verbs: aparecer, caer, desaparecer, desembocar, llegar, partir, salir, venir, volver...
Catalan verbs: aparèixer, arribar, caure, desaparèixer, entrar, sortir, tornar, venir ...
LSS2.2 (B2)
[BECOME [y <STATE>]]
Arg1-TEM/PAT
Arg2##EFI
Diatheses: [-Passive], [+ Causative (hacer)]
Spanish verbs: caer enfermo, crecer, entrar en coma, entrar en silencio, florecer, hundirse…
Catalan verbs: créixer, enfonsar-se, entrar en coma, florir…
(3) States: LSS3 (C)
The verbal classes related to LSS3 denote states, i.e. non-dynamic and atelic events. These
predicates cannot be controlled by an agent and do not accept the passive alternation. Verbs
belonging to this class have in common that their subject is an Arg1 with the theme thematic role.
We distinguished four classes depending on the type of thematic role for Arg2. We basically
differentiated between: the existence state class (C1), when Arg2 fits the thematic role locative; the
attributive state class (C2), when Arg2 corresponds to an attribute; the scalar state class (C3), when
the thematic role of Arg2 is an extension; and, finally, the beneficiary state class (C4), when the
Arg2 fits the beneficiary thematic role.
LSS3.1 (C1)
[x <STATE >y]
Arg1-TEM
Arg2-LOC
Diatheses: [-Passive]
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Spanish verbs: estar, existir, haber…
Catalan verbs: estar, existir, haver-hi...
LSS3.2 (C2)
[x <STATE >y]
Arg1-TEM
Arg2-ATR
Diatheses: [-Passive]
Spanish verbs: acabar, comenzar, comportar, dar, durar, estar, hacer, inspirar, parecer, pasar,
poseer, preceder, ser, terminar, tener...
Catalan verbs: acabar, començar, estar, semblar, posseir, precedir, ser,...
LSS3.3 (C3)
[x <STATE >y]
Arg1-TEM
Arg2-EXT
Diatheses: [-Passive]
Spanish verbs: costar, medir, pesar, valer…
Catalan verbs: costar, medir, pesar, valer…
LSS3.4 (C4)
[x <STATE >y]
Arg1-TEM
Arg2-BEN
Diatheses: [-Passive]
Spanish verbs: bastar, constar, corresponder, doler, extrañar, faltar, gustar, importar, interesar,
parecer, pasar, repugnar…
Catalan verbs: agradar , correspondre, encantar, semblar, passar, repugnar…

(4) Activities: LSS4 (D)
Verbal classes related to LSS4 denote activities, i.e. dynamic and atelic events. These predicates are
monadic and inergative with the subject in Arg0 position. Consequently, the predicates cannot
participate in the passive alternation, but they might accept the object extension alternation or
cognate object alternation.
Three different semantic classes of activities were distinguished: agentive inergative,
experiencer inergative, and source inergative. The difference between them basically depends on
the thematic role of Arg0, which maps respectively onto the thematic roles of agent, experiencer
and source.
LSS4.1 (D1)
[x ACT <MANNER/INSTRUMENT >]
Arg0-AGT
Diatheses: [-Passive], [+/-Extension Object]
Spanish verbs: ayunar, ceder, caminar, cenar, contorsionarse, correr, desembarcar,
escapar, establecerse, ir, moverse, nadar, navegar, revolotear, trabajar, vacilar…
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Catalan verbs: anar, caminar, córrer, desembardar, nadar, navegar, treballar...
LSS4.2 = D2
[x <STATE > y]
Arg0-EXP
Diatheses: [-Passive], [+Cognate Object]
Spanish verbs: dormir, oír, parpadear, respirar, soñar, vivir...
Catalan verbs: dormir, roncar, somiar, viure...
LSS4.3 = D3
[x <STATE > y]
Arg0-SRC
Diatheses: [-Passive], [+Cognate Object]
Spanish verbs: chillar, crujir, gritar, jadear, llorar, relucir, romper, rugir, sollozar, sudar, toser…
Catalan verbs: brillar, cridar, plorar, roncar, suar, tossir…

5.2. Named Entities and WordSenses
This subsection describes how the corpora were enriched with semantic information for the
linguistic units below sentence level. At PoS level, all the nouns were tagged with WordNet senses,
and strong named entities were identified and classified. All noun phrases corresponding to weak
named entities were also annotated. These annotation processes were carried out manually and
inter-annotator agreement tests were applied.
5.2.1. Named Entities
The AnCora corpora were annotated with both strong and weak Named Entities (Arévalo et al.,
2004). We define strong NEs as corresponding to a word, a number, a date, or a string of words that
refer to a single individual entity in the real world. From the point of view of the parse tree, strong
NEs correspond to a linguistic form with a PoS tag. Examples of strong named entities are personal
names and surnames (John Kennedy Toole), book’s titles (A Confederacy of Dunces), some
geographical and country names (Colorado Canyon, New Orleans), dates etc. In these cases, we
analysed and annotated the whole string as a single element, thus enriching the PoS tag with
information about the semantic class of the entity (see Figure 26).

Figure 26: SNEs. ( Jordi Pujol // eleven o’clock in the morning // 246 // pesetas // 1,35 percent)
Weak NEs consist of a noun phrase, being it simple or complex. Therefore, they are syntactic
elements.
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Figure UU Figure 6: WNE with a trigger
.

FigureGG:
WNE with a date element in it (last May 10th).

Figura 27: weak Named Entities
Weak NEs (WNE) do not necessarily have a strong NE (SNE) within as a constituent. Some
definite noun phrases whose head is a common noun may become a weak NE because of syntactic,
semantic or pragmatic reasons. All definite noun phrases whose head is a trigger word
complemented by either a national adjective (Figure 28) or a relational adjective derived from a
proper noun (Figure 29) are considered WNEs.

Figure 28: WNE with a trigger word as head (not a proper noun) complemented by a
national adjective (the Catalan government).
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Figure 29: WNE with a trigger word as head (not a proper noun) complemented by a
relational adjective (the ‘blue and scarlet club’ – namely, ‘Football Club Barcelona’).
Language use is essential to decide which relational adjectives are capable of turning their
noun phrase into a WNE and which are not. Republican, for instance, may be ambiguous, since it
can mean “belonging to the Republican Party” as well as “one who is in favour of avoiding
monarchy”. In such cases, we decided not to annotate the noun phrase as a weak named entity.
With regard to the semantic types assigned to each named entity, six basic semantic
categories were distinguished: Person, Organization, Location, Date, Numerical expression, and
Others. Syntactic labels occur at phrase level, whereas morphological labels occur at PoS level (see
Table 11).

Strong NE (PoS)
Label

Meaning

Weak NE (syntactic nodes)
Label

Meaning

np0000p

Person

snp

Person

np0000o

Organization

sno

Organization

np0000l

Location

snl

Location

np0000a

Other

sna

Other

Z

Alphanumerical (Numbers)

snn

Numbers

Zm

Alphanumerical (Coins)

snd

Date

Zp

Alphanumerical (Percentages)

W

Date

Table 11: Morphological and syntactic labels for strong and weak NEs
In order to guarantee the quality of the results, an annotation guide (Borrega et al. 2007a and 2007b)
was provided. In the annotation process we followed the same procedure as that established for
manual tagging: annotation in parallel by more than two annotators, inter-annotator agreement tests,
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discussion, and modification of the guidelines when necessary. Single annotation began as soon as
parallel annotation results showed a minimum of 95% agreement.
TreeTrans was the annotation tool used for NE tagging, the same as for syntactic annotation,
but with the corresponding tagset.

5.2.2. Semantic lexical tagging
Taking into account that verbal predicates are annotated with the typology of semantic classes
described in Section 5, we considered it a priority to tag the NP heads given their relevance to
obtain the semantic type of verbal arguments.
The lexical semantic annotation consists in assigning each noun in the corpora its sense. This
process was carried out manually and the senses repository is WordNet. We used a steady version
of Catalan and Spanish EuroWordNets-1.6 (December 2005). Each noun was assigned either a
WordNet sense or a label indicating a special circumstance (see Figure 30):
C2S: “The word does not exist in dictionary”.
C3S: “The word is part of a Multiword Lexical Unit or a lexicalized inflected form”
C4S: “The word is part of a Named Entity”
C5S: “The tagger is strongly uncertain”
C6S: “The word was improperly lemmatized or PoS-Tagged”
C7S: “The word is wrongly used: misspelling or a loanword”.
Figure 30: WordNet tagset for non ruled cases
In order to make the annotation task easier, the 3LB-SAT interface –3LB-Semantic Annotation
Tool– (Bisbal et al., 2003) was built. This tool is lemma oriented, that is, the annotation process is
made lemma by lemma in the whole corpus. Such a strategy facilitates the annotation task because
the annotator focuses only on one WordNet entry, thus ensuring the consistency in the tagging
process.
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Figure 31: 3LB-SAT annotation tool for WordNet senses tagging
Figure 31 shows a snapshot of the annotation interface: in the upper part of the screen the
sentence where the noun appears can be seen. On the left, the list of lemmas to be annotated is
presented. In the centre of the screen all WordNet senses of the current word are shown, as well as
the special cases that can be selected.

6. For concluding
To date, the AnCora corpora have been used as training and test corpora in three international
evaluation events on syntactic and semantic NLP problems. On the one hand, the 3LB-ESP
dependency Treebank was used in the CoNLL-06 shared task on Multilingual Dependency
Parsing17, and the whole AnCora-CAT dependency Treebank (500,000 words) was also a resource
for the same shared task in CoNLL-0718. The 3LB-ESP corpus in dependency format was used as
language resource to develop a syntactic parser for Spanish (Cowan & Collins 2005). The AnCoraCat and AnCora-Esp corpora syntactically annotated were implemented in the Natural Language
Toolkit (Loper and Bird, 2002).
On the other hand, a subset of 100,000 words from AnCora-Cat and AnCora-Esp fully
annotated at the syntactic and semantic levels were used as training and test corpora in the

17
18

http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2006/
http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2007/
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SemEval-07 task number 9, “Multilevel Semantic Annotation of Catalan and Spanish”19, involving
the prediction of the three semantic levels given the text and its full syntax as input (Morante &
Buser, 2007; Màrquez et. al., 2007).
In one year’s time, we aim at having one million words for each Catalan and Spanish, publicly
available and fully annotated.

Annotation Guidelines
Bufí, N., B. Soriano, M.A. Martí y M. Taulé (2007) Guidelines for the syntactic annotation
of Spanish and Catalan CESS corpora: Constituents and Dependencies. Lang2World
WP 01/2007.
Taulé, M., J. Aparicio, J. Castellví & M.A. Martí (2007) Guidelines for the Thematic Role
Annotation of the AnCora corpora. Lang2World WP 02/2007.
Borrega, O., M.A. Martí & M. Taulé (2007a) Guidelines for strong and weak NE
annotation in the AnCora corpora. Lang2World WP 03/2007.
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Annex-1
Verbal Semantic Classes, Syntactic Functions, Thematic Roles
ArgumentThematic
role

Description

Syntactic Function

ArgA-AGI

Induced Agent

Subject (SUJ)
Subject (SUJ)

Example
Su aboliciónSUJ-ArgA-AGI pondría a tributar a
todos los empleados
JuanSUJ-Arg0-AGT corre
JuanSUJ-Arg0-AGT lee una novela

Arg0-AGT

Agent

Direct object (CD)

Su abolición pondría a tributar a todos los
empleadosCD-Arg0-AGT

Agent compl. (CAG)

Clara es amada por todosCAG-Arg0-AGT

Subject (SUJ)

JuanSUJ-Arg0-CAU rompió la ventana

Agent compl. (CAG)

El trabajoSUJ-Arg0-CAU agota a María

Arg0-CAU

Cause

Arg0-EXP

Experiencer

Subject (SUJ)

JuanSUJ-Arg0-EXP sueña

Arg0-SCR

Source

Subject (SUJ)

El enfermoSUJ-Arg0-SCR sudaba
Los niñosSUJ-Arg1-TEM llegaron tarde

Arg1-TEM

Theme

Subject (SUJ)

El panSUJ-Arg1-TEM cuesta dos euros

Direct object (CD)

El fuerte viento hundió el barcoCD-Arg1-TEM
Llueve barroCD-Arg1-TEM

Subject (SUJ)

ClaraSUJ-Arg1-PAT es amada por todos

Direct object (CD)

Juan lee una novelaCD-Arg1-PAT

Extension

Direct object (CD)

Juan caminó 3 kmCD-Arg1-EXT

Arg1-

Unspecified20

Prepositional compl. (CREG) Trata de evitar una canastaCREG-Arg1-

Arg2-BEN

Beneficiary

Indirect object (CI)

Arg1-PAT

Patient

Arg1-EXT

Juan da un pastel al niñoCD-Arg2-BEN

20

The methodology allows for the possibility of not specifying the thematic role when a solution is not
conclusive, that is the case of most argumental prepositional complements (CREG).
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Arg2-ATR

Attribute

Attribute (ATR)

Subject (SUJ)
Arg2-LOC

Locative

Direct Object (CD)
Prepositional compl. (CREG)
Adverbial complement (CC)

Arg2-EXT

Extension

Direct object (CD)

Arg2-INS

Instrument

Prepositional compl. (CREG)

Arg2-EFI

Final State

Arg3-BEN

Beneficiary

Indirect object (CI)

Arg3-INS

Instrument

Adverbial complement (CC)

Adverbial complement (CC)
Prepositional compl. (CREG)

Juan es listoATR-Arg2-ATR
La novelaSUJ-Arg2-LOC aborda esa temàtica
El acusado abandonó la salaCD-Arg2-LOC
Laura entró en la habitación CREG-Arg2-LOC
El escritor aborda la violencia en su última
novela CC-Arg2-LOC
El pan cuesta 75 céntimosCD-Arg2-EXT

Juan abre la puerta con la llaveCC-Arg2-INS

Juan entró en coma CC-Arg2-EFI
NosCI-Arg3-BEN cuesta trabajo evolucionar
Juan dió una mano de pintura con la brochaCCArg3-INS

Arg3-ORI

Origin

Adverbial complement (CC)

Arg3-EIN

Initial State

Adverbial complement (CC)

Arg4-DES

Purpose

Adverbial complement (CC)

Arg4-EFI

Final state

Adverbial complement (CC)

Juan arrastró la silla tres metros desde mi
despachoCC-Arg3-ORI
Las ventas aumentaron un 10% de un millón de
eurosCC-Arg3-EIN a 1,1 millones de euros
Juan arrastró la silla de un sitio a otroCC-Arg4-DES
Las ventas aumentaron un 10% de un millón de
euros a 1,1 millones de eurosCC-Arg4-EFI
Hablaba tranquiloCPRED-ArgM-ATR

ArgM-ATR

Attribute

Predicative (CPRED)

El gobierno mantuvo los precios establesCPREDArgM-ATR

ArgM-LOC

Locative

Adverbial complement (CC)

Juan vive en BarcelonaCC-ArgM-LOC

ArgM-TMP

Time

Adverbial complement (CC)

Llueve cada díaCC-ArgM-TMP

ArgM-CAU

Cause

Adverbial complement (CC)

Toma antibiótico porque està resfriadoCC-ArgMCAU

ArgM-MNR

Manner

Adverbial complement (CC)

Juan duerme profundamenteCC-ArgM-MNR

ArgM-EXT

Extension

Adverbial complement (CC)

Compró un coche por 2.000 eurosCC-ArgM-EXT

ArgM-FIN

Goal

Adverbial complement (CC)

Juan amortiza capital para reducir cuotaCCArgM-FIN

ArgM-ADV

General

Adverbial complement (CC)

Las leía de nuevo CC-ArgM-ADV
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This argument
indicates
ArgL

that

the constituent
is part of the
verb

ArgX

Direct object (CD)
Attribute(ATR)
Adverbial complement (CC)
Prepositional compl. (CREG)

The

argument

of

aspectual Direct object (CD)

Lo atacaron cuando bajó la guardiaCD-ArgL
Dio las graciasCD-ArgL a su amigo
Dio a luzCC-ArgL a las 7 p.m.

Suele cantarCD-ArgX en la ducha

verbs
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